In the previous decade, eye-catching development of telecommunication technology and the tendency increase in using wireless devices and subsequently the demand for high rates have significantly heightened the need for having an electromagnetic spectrum. Due to the way of designation and use of the current spectrum, the available spectrum resources cannot meet this growing need. This work leads to very low performance in some of the frequencies and working congestion at other frequencies specially the general ones. As demonstrated in figure (1-2) , a considerable section of the spectrum is remained useless. The use of different bands in the frequency spectrum [2] Cognitive radio is a concept for wireless communication which according to that, a network or a wireless node changes its send and receive parameters so as to provide the service quality for its users and simultaneously reduce the interference with valid users. The cognitive radio users called secondary users have the capability of using the primary users' spectrum in a specific place or time while primary users are licensed to utilize the spectrum absolutely. Cognitive radio is capable of using the temporary free spectrum called white space or spectrum hole. In case this band is occupied with a valid user, the cognitive radio goes to another free spectrum or stays in the same band. However, it leads to some changes to reduce interferences in the sending power, modulation or propagation pattern. As shown in figure (1-3), cognitive radio uses frequency gaps through dynamic access.
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The concept of frequency gap [2] Some of the cognitive radio basic technologies are currently used in a small number of mobile networks including cellular networks, wireless telephones, and local mobile networks. Executing the cognitive cycle requires flexibility in the cognitive systems configuration. Such capability and adjustability of performance parameters guarantees the hardware components without modification and makes the cognitive radio to be easily adapted to the dynamic environment. Performance frequency, modulation, sending power, and telecommunication technology are of the configuration parameters registered so far. It should be emphasized that the cognitive radio sending parameters are capable of being configured not only in the beginning of information transfer but also during the transition. These factors are changed according to the spectrum so as the cognitive radio can go to another band. Therefore, it is needed for new send and receive parameters to be formed and telecommunication and modulation parameters to be used. The antennas beam formation is done with the purpose of no interference in the primary and secondary users spectrum.The propagation pattern formation needs some information in order to optimally determine the antennas weight coefficients. The aim of this study is to propose a simple method in presenting the information required for improving the antennas propagation pattern which reduces cost and computation loads while maintaining the quality at a satisfactory and desirable level. The propagation pattern former contains an array of antennas which each of them is placed in a special position. The output of each antenna is appropriately filtered. In addition, other outputs caused by the other antennas and added to the optimal antenna output are also filtered.Some of the merits to the use of propagation pattern formers are the group delay reduction, multipath feeding, interference reduction, capacity and spectrum yield improvement, and transfer efficiency increase.Forming the propagation pattern in cognitive radio is generally divided to the twofollowing categories.
The receiver distribution pattern former (Upward): These types of propagation pattern formers are a classic technique in numerous applications including radars, sonars, telecommunications, astronomy, and seismology. This tactic increases Signal-to-Interference-Plus-Noise Ratio (SINR) and reduces the co-channel interference and Inter-Symbol Interference (ISI). In case the information of optimal signal vector is concomitant with error in conventional techniques, the performance is significantly decreased [4] and [9] [10] [11] . This performance directs the design toward optimization in the worst situation [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . The distribution pattern formers vector is obtained while assuming that the limitations output possibility is lower than what has been determined.Convex optimization is used for solving the problems in these methods.
Distribution pattern former of the transmitter (Downward):
The coefficients vector is designed similar to the receiver propagation pattern former. However, the multiuser distribution pattern former vector is designed for various users. These vectors are furnished with the purpose of interference reduction and quality of service improvement [5 and 6] and [25] . The upward propagation pattern former uses an array of antennas for a specific user and does not affect the other users signal in addition to be designed independent of any receiver [5 and 6] and [26 and 27] . The sender and receiver propagation pattern former vectors also have differences in accessing the channel state information. Depicted in figure (1-6) is an example of downward propagation pattern which uses multiple antennas for transferring the information toward the two users. There are some techniques used for designing the sender distribution pattern formers which would be ideal if the channel information is known [5 and 6] and [32 and 34] . However, it is impossible at work and the channel is not ideally accessible in the receiver.
Channel estimation
The channel changes the signal in various ways such as small and large scale path losses. The path loss factors in large scale are diffraction, reflection, and scattering. Moreover, the signal is weakened in the propagation path from the sender to the receiver. Different algorithms have been presented for channel estimation and data retrieving. The channel estimation approaches are briefly stated as the followings.
Training -Based Estimation
In this method, the training sequences are sent along the channel symbols transition. Number of sequences in noise-less channel is equal to the channel impulse response length. Furthermore, due to heightening the estimation accuracy, this number is increased when the channel has noise.
Blind estimation
Blind algorithms work based on the signal general properties for recovering the channel. For instance, assuming that modulation type, carrier frequency, signal coding type and so forth are known, the unknown channel can be estimated.
Semi-blind estimation
This is a mixture of the two previous estimations which approximates the channel using the training sequences and other signal limitations.
Data-aided channel estimation
The main or maybe the most important reason to the use of channel estimation is to utilize estimation output for data retrieving. The data revealed can be used for channel estimation improvement. Furthermore, repetitive techniques can be utilized to enhance channel and data recovery. The designer can implement the above methods using batch processing or adaptive algorithms. There are numerous advantages to estimation by adaptive or duplicated methods. Its best merit is that although the estimator direct implementation may be complicated, the designer can execute the same algorithm adaptively or repetitively.
II. Simulation findings
According to the model supposed, the simulations are done by sixprimary users, antenna M=7, P M = 2.5, and interference threshold of 10dB. In addition, the secondary user channel has been considered as a complex Gaussian vector with the average of 0 and variance of 1. In order to reach logical results in simulation process, it is assumed that the primary users have been located around the secondary users with Gaussian channel vector in radius of R. The amount of interference, secondary link efficiency, and consumption power have been drawn in the proposed method based on procedure mentioned in [46] The method used in [36] does not maintain the interference while the proposed method is simple and keeps the interference threshold. Moreover, the consumption power is very low in the method proposed, however; the efficiency is less than the method used in [46] . Number of users can be increased in order to reach the following results. In figures below, numbers of theprimary users and secondary sender antennas are m=10 and M = 11, respectively. Two secondary users and threeprimary users share their spectrum. Complex Gaussian vector of variable channels has the average of 0 and variance of 1. CVX optimization software has been used for the proposed method simulation and repetitive algorithm of [42] has also been executed. The consumption power in these two methods have been compared with changes in the secondary channels variance.
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III. Conclusion
Cognitive radio technology is a technique for increasing spectrum efficiency. Distribution pattern forming is aimed at preventing cognitive radio users' interference with primary users and improving secondary users' spectrum utilization. Channel estimation methods were examined first. Then, two approaches were presented in the field of propagation pattern formation.The model of the first method was used in the proposed method and concise information was sent from the primary and secondary receivers to the secondary sender by the help of partial feedback. It was seen that these brief data were so helpful for maintaining interference in the ranged considered. As revealed in simulation results, interference cannot be kept in the determined range as the feedback is disconnected. Furthermore, using the channel fault function analysis, channel vectors sending from primary and secondary receivers were done so as the feedback bits reach the minimum. Cognitive radio user can adaptively adjust his distribution pattern former vector. Pattern formation can be done by considering two states of ZF and MRT (Optimal propagation pattern former). In the moments in which higher efficiency is needed, MRT technique is utilized and in cases that interference limitation is considered to be zero, ZF propagation pattern former is used.
